I got a cookie ___________ the store.
I ___________ a yummy snack.
Is that ___________ favorite book?
My shoes are ___________ the bed.
The dog has ___________ fur.
I like to ___________ cook dinner.
Did you ___________ my red hat?
Where are the Pets?

The cat is sitting _________ the table.
The bird is flying _________ the tree.
The goldfish is _________ the fishtank.
The dog is standing _________ the boy.
The mouse is hiding _________ the teapot.
The parrot is perched _________ the birdcage.

Can you fill in the blank to correctly describe where the pets are? Choose from: On Top of, Above, Inside, Next to, and Behind
Spell Out Short Vowel Words

Write the missing vowel for each word below. Choose from:

a   e   i   o   u

What insect spins a web?
Words with "Sh"

The sound for sh is heard at the beginning of ship and the end of flash.

Write sh to complete each word below. Then draw a line to match the word to the picture.

- ___oe
- fi___
- ___apes
- tra___
- ___adow
- ___ark
- bu___
- ___ell
Using Sight Words

Write four sentences using one of the words from the box in each sentence

after  walk  from  by